Teen

Ali Cross

The Vanishing Deep

by James Patterson

by Astrid Scholte

YF Patterson
A series debut starring the famous
Alex Cross’s son, Ali, follows his
desperate search for a missing friend
and clues proving his father’s
innocence against a backdrop of
neighborhood burglaries.

YF Scholte
A teen diver in a water-covered world
collects enough from the immersed
city ruins to pay for a procedure to
bring her sister back to life for 24
hours, a quest for answers that is
complicated by her revived sister’s
desire for a final day of freedom.

There's Someone Inside
Your House
by Stephanie Perkins
YF Perkins
When incrementally more violent
attacks overshadow life at Osborne
High, an intense hunt for the killer
leads to the revelation of astonishing
secrets.

Burn Our Bodies Down
by Rory Power
YF Power
Growing up alongside a mother who
refuses to speak about the past, a
teen who longs for a family discovers
a photograph that leads to her
mother’s hometown, where she
encounters disturbing revelations.

Nemesis
by Brendan Reichs
YF Reichs
Murdered every two years by the
same mysterious person before
waking up unhurt with all evidence
erased, Min resolves to end the
violent cycle before uncovering
a conspiracy.

Mystery

The Last Confession of
Autumn Casterly
by Meredith Tate
YF Tate
When her enigmatic older sister goes
missing in the wake of a drug deal
gone wrong, band-geek Ivy follows
clues that reveal dark secrets and
lead her toward the people who are
holding her sister hostage.

All Your Twisted Secrets
by Diana Urban
YF Urban
Invited to a school scholarship
dinner, a queen bee, a star athlete, a
valedictorian, a stoner, a misfit, and
a music geek find themselves
trapped in a room where one must
die to save the lives of the others.

Mystery, suspense and thriller—books
you can't wait to finish!

Clique Bait
by Ann Valett
YF Valett
Bent on revenge when the popular
kids at school all but ruin her best
friend’s life, Chloe dons designer
fashions and reinvents herself on
social media to infiltrate a clique and
expose their secrets.
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The Inheritance Games

Pet

Then She Was Gone

by Jennifer Barnes

by Akwaeke Emezi

by Lisa Jewell

YF Barnes
When a Connecticut teenager
inherits vast wealth and an eccentric
estate from the richest man in Texas,
she must also live with his surviving
family and solve a series of puzzles
to discover how she earned
her inheritance.

YF Emezi
A girl and her best friend confront
difficult choices in the face of a home
city in denial when they meet a being
who exposes the community’s willful
disbelief about the existence
of monsters.

YF Jewell
A divorced woman bonds with a
charming single father whose young
child eerily resembles the woman's
own lost daughter and compels a
wrenching search for answers.

Girl, Unframed
by Deb Caletti

They Wish They Were Us
by Jessica Goodman

YF Caletti
Reluctantly returning to her film star
mother’s home in California, Sydney
finds herself the object of unwanted
attention before a thrilling night gone
wrong calls her loyalties
into question.

YF Goodman
Determined to make the most of her
senior year at an elite Long Island
prep school, Jill investigates the
death of her best friend three years
earlier when the latter’s imprisoned
ex begins sending her texts
proclaiming his innocence.

A Study in Charlotte

Girl in the Blue Coat

by Brittany Cavallaro
YF Cavallaro
Rival teens Charlotte and Jamie,
descendants of Sherlock Holmes and
John Watson, investigate the
mystery of why they are being
framed for murder at their American
boarding school.

The Reader
by Traci Chee
YF Chee
After her father is murdered and her
aunt Nin is kidnapped, Sefia uses a
book, an item unheard of in her
illiterate society, to find her aunt Nin
and discover what really happened
the night her father was killed.

by Monica Hesse
YF Hesse
A grief-stricken procurer of blackmarket goods in World War II-era
Amsterdam is compelled to help a
desperate neighbor track down a
missing Jewish teen who had been
hiding from the Nazis.

A Good Girl's Guide to
Murder
by Holly Jackson
YF Jackson
Five years after the shattering
murder and suicide of two popular
teens, a skeptical high school
student reexamines the case before
uncovering disturbing clues about
what really happened.

The Vanishing Stair
by Maureen Johnson
YF Johnson
Pulled out of Ellingham Academy by
her overprotective parents, aspiring
detective Stevie Bell makes a deal
with the despicable Edward King in
hopes of reuniting with her friends
and solving the Truly Devious case.

Rules for Vanishing
by Kate Alice Marshall
YF Marshall
When Sara and her friends search the
forest for Sara's missing sister Becca,
a mysterious road unfurls before
them, where the ghost of Lucy
Gallows sends horrors and
challenges in their path to
find Becca.

One of Us is Lying
by Karen M. McManus
YF McManus
When one of five students in
detention is found dead, his highprofile classmates are investigated
and revealed to be the subjects of
the victim's latest gossip postings.

